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OFFSHORE WINDPOWER 

CONFERENCE  & EXHIBITION

Sponsoring gives you the opportunity to broadcast 
your company brand to this global community of 
top developers and experts. At the event, you get 
to demonstrate your company’s value to attendees 
while they learn and network. No matter your 
budget, sponsorship provides a clear platform for 
company and product promotions, which will 
leave a lasting impression on attendees.

A booth gives your company limitless opportunities to increase sales, 
reach new buyers, close deals, and strengthen your brand. 

VISIBILITY
OPPORTUNITIES

SPONSORSHIP

MEETING ROOMS

EXHIBITION

Boston, MA | October 13 - 15, 2021

Whether you’re brainstorming a new partnership or finalizing 
a scope of work for an upcoming project, nothing beats face-to-face 
meetings. Private meeting rooms provide an intimate setting that 
allows you and your team to:

Offshore wind is a once-in-a-generation opportunity & its momentum forward continues leading into 
ACP’s Offshore WINDPOWER Conference & Exhibition this fall. The event has cultivated a dedicated 
& thriving global community of top developers and experts. As more steel goes in the water, this event 
will only continue to grow in value and scope. Whether you’re launching a new product or working to 
expand your market share, sponsoring, exhibiting, or securing meeting space will generate exposure for 
your company that helps establish you as an industry leader.

For more information, contact 
Angela Bell, Member Relations Manager
202-390-6333 | abell@cleanpower.org

• Meet and connect with prospective customers
• Strengthen your bond with existing customers 
• Learn about new developments in the industry
• Scope out the competition
• Develop and strengthen your brand

• Capitalize on the savings, connections, and convergence of the 
industry coming together by securing private meeting space

• Conduct scheduled meetings in a convenient location
• Construct a “home base” to host spontaneous meetings that 

otherwise wouldn’t occur


